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#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a collection that includes all three

novels in her epic Circle Trilogy.As a storm rages, a tale begins of a powerful vampireâ€™s lust for

destructionâ€”and of the circle of six charged by a goddess to stop her...MORRIGAN'S CROSSAt

the goddess Morriganâ€™s charge, Hoyt Mac Cionaoith must gather five others to form a ring of

power strong enough to overcome Lilith. And it is in this circle, hundreds of years in the future,

where Hoyt will learn how strong his spiritâ€”and his heartâ€”have become...DANCE OF THE

GODSWhile demon hunter Blair Murphy has always worked alone, she finds herself drawn to

Larkin, a man of many shapes. To prepare for their fight against Lilith, the circle of six travels

through time to Larkinâ€™s world, where Blair must decide if she can risk everything for a love that

can never be...VALLEY OF SILENCEAs queen of Geall, scholarly Moira must prepare her subjects

to battle against the vampire who killed her own mother. Still, there is one vampire to whom she

would trust her soul. But how can Cian truly love a woman whose life is sure to endâ€”if not by

Lilithâ€™s hand, then by the curse of time?
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I have read these books five times. Every time I am sucked in like it was the first. There aren't a lot

of books out there with that kind of power. These books however, are some of the few. Nora

Roberts weaves a tale with something for everyone. Fantasy, romance, wars, historical, modern,

paranormal. If these books were a Hollywood production they would be a box office hit that could

put even the most loved movies to shame. She weaves a tales of death and destruction, of blood

and Gore, of good and evil. She will make you laugh and cry and mourn and love. Every time I finish

reading them I am sad to part with them for a while.I love Nora Roberts books. I always have. These

are by far my absolute favorite and would still be if I read them a thousand times.

Short of copying another readers review, I couldn't put down this last book in the series. I've read

this particular trilogy twice and still find new details I missed before. Nora always writes with

passion, with heart, with thrills and downright terrifying stories and this one was not exception. I was

on the edge of my seat the whole time.However, I was very sad to have it end. But I am so glad that

Cain finally found the happiness he deserved.Thank you Nora....can't wait for the next trilogy to

come out.

Since this deals with goddesses, sorcerers, witches, warriors, shape-changers, royalty, vampires,

and oh yes, dragons, there's something for everyone. Just a little humor here, which is exactly what

I most appreciated about this trilogy. It was dark and suspenseful, but Roberts put in little snippets

of humor now and then to lighten the mood and humanize the characters (even those who

technically weren't human). It got a little gory in places, but what can you expect with vampires? You

were kept in suspense until the very last: with Kindle/iPad, it's not easy to flip through to the end,

and I was glad for that. Some tears at the conclusion...worth waiting for. Roberts did a fine job of

developing the characters, and her imagination throughout was fairly brilliant, I thought. She has

become my favorite writer due to her diversity and beautiful expression of detail. True test of great

writing -- I hated for this trilogy to end.

I've read this series more than 6 times and each time I come away debating if after 50 years of

reading this is one of my favorites of all of Nora's books and of the handful I can say is one of my all

time favorites. Very few can bring me to tears and such joy all within the same stories. The theme

(with adjustments) seem to be repeating in her newest series but doesn't have the heart this one

does. Good versus evil is a theme throughout most every book I choose to read. But the love story



of this series, beats all of her others. Don't get me wrong, I love her JD Robb books, but the ending

of this series proves love can survive all and makes me wish that there really was that kind of magic

in the world, or worlds.

Nora Roberts' trilogies follow a predictible kind of formula. Three main female characters hook up

with three main male characters, and they cooperate together to solve some dilemma, usually

magical or pagan-related. They become predictible after a while, but you will still enjoy them,

especially if this is your first or second trilogy.

I love these trilogies and this was no exception. Due to the vampires, I found parts dark. I would

recommend this to others and also purchase as gifts to lucky friends!

All three books were great. She seemed to have lost the ability to keep the story going but not not in

this series. This book was great and I loved the ending. She was back to being able to weave a

good story with characters that you fall in love with and remember. Of course there was the bad but

she created a great climax and then wove a happy ending. Very glad I decided to try another of her

trilogies.

When I started reading the book, my reaction was negative because of the unusual plotting and

actions in both pre-historic and current worlds, but as I got further and further into the the Trilogy, I

became so fascinated that I kept reading each all the three books in the trilogy essentially in

consecutive reads until I finished the last page of the entire Trilogy (I withstood the temptation of

reading ahead into any part of the story. I have read over a dozen of Nora Robert's books, and I

intend to read more of her books as they are made available - Samuel V. Goekjian
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